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0. Introduction 
Questions about intersections of algebraically closed fields have arisen in 
various contexts: A. Nerode and J. Remmel [5] showed that recursively enumera- 
ble algebraically closed fields can be split into nowhere simple ones under the 
hypothesis that there is a recursive procedure to find tr deg(Fn G) from (canoni- 
cal indices of) finite bases of F and G. [7] used algebraically closed fields as a 
source of counterexamples and as an inspiration for theorems in the study of 
intersections of models of almost strongly minimal theories. 
In this paper we show the Nerode-Remmel hypothesis is true in characteristic 
0, we present the examples needed in [7] and obtain various further results. 
Let K be an algebraically closed field (of characteristic 0 unless otherwise 
stated). This will be the base field for our work, that is algebraic dependence, 
algebraic closure, transcendence basis, transcendence degree, etc. will be over K 
(unless otherwise indicated). 
Let L be an algebraically closed finite transcendence degree extension of K. For 
Hc L we let 9=(H) be the set of derivations of L that kill H. (Often we omit 
mention of L.) If H = K, we write 2& or 9. For XC 9 we let ZL(X) denote the 
Liesubalgebra of 9 generated by X. In Section 1 we show: 
Theorem 1.5. ~dL(FnG)=~~(~dL(F)U~=(G)). 
It is well known that 
0.1. tr deg, L = L-vector space dimension of 6&(H). 
* Portions of this research were conducted while the 2nd author held in 1983 an Ithaca College 
Summer Grant for Faculty Research. 
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(The usual proof observes that if (Xi)l?=l is a (transcendence) basis of L over H, 
then (a/,!&);==, is a (vector space) basis of 9=(H).) As a result 1.5 provides a 
characterization of tr deg(Fn G). In Section 2 we derive the Nerode-Remmel 
hypothesis as a corollary to 1.5. We also show as a corollary to the proof of 1.5 
that a basis of F f~ G can be obtained constructively from explicit finite bases of F 
and G. 
Section 3 provides various examples of computations of F f~ G. 
It is well known that tr deg(F n G) c tr deg F + tr deg G - tr deg(F v G) (where 
Fv G is the algebraically closed field generated by F U G). We say F and G 
intersect maximally if = holds. By 1.5 this is equivalent to “the vector space 
generated by gdL(F)U ga,(G) is a Lie algebra”. In Section 4 we obtain a further 
characterization of maximal intersections and use it to obtain results such as: 
Notation. By (v,, . . . , 0,) we mean the algebraic closure of K(u,, . . . , u,). We 
only use this notation when vl, . . . , v, are algebraically independent. 
Theorem 4.3. For m = 0 and n = 1-t 1: Let L = (x0,. . . , xl+*). Let ul,. . . , uI EL. 
For i = 0, . . . , 1+1 letFi=(xiIO~j~1+1,j#i)andG,=(xi,ul,...,~1).IfFiand 
Gi intersect maximally for i = 1,. . . , I + 1 then so do F0 and G,,. 
Intersections of algebraically closed fields are quite analogous to intersections 
of ‘analytically closed’ spaces of germs of analytic functions of several complex 
variables. As a result Theorem 1.5 has analytic consequences which are discussed 
in Section 5. 
The proof of Theorem 1.5 shows a basis of Ffl G can be obtained by an 
‘iterated specialization’ process. In Section 6 we observe that an analogous result 
is true for any almost strongly minimal theory (e.g. for algebraically closed fields 
of finite characteristic). 
1. 9(FnG)=Y@(F)U9(G)) 
One of our basic tools is 
Fact 1.1. If ul,. . . , u, E (x,, . . . , x,), then 
trdegK(u,, . , u,)=rk aui 
( ) axi i=l,__., m:i=l,._., n* 
Proof. This is an immediate corollary to III.7 of [3]. 
The proof of 0.1 provides a basis of 9=(H). We need other bases provided by: 
Lemma 1.2. Let L = (x1,. . . , x,, yl, . . . , y,), H= (u,, . . . , ul, yl, . . . , y,) where 
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ul.. . . , ul EL. By rearranging x1,. . . , x, we can assume ul,. . . , uI, xlfl, . . . , x,, 
Yl?. . .7 Ym are algebraically independent (and hence, by 1.1, E= 
det(aui/axi)f,;=, # 0). Let E(t, p) be the result of replacing a/&x, by a/&~, in E. For 
t=l+l,...,n let 
&=E$ f: E&p)&. 
f p=l P 
Then {g*It=l+l,.. . , n} is a basis of g(H). 
Proof. (For notational simplicity we assume m = 0.) 
p~(u~,_. _, LQ) iff rk 
’ 8P ap ap \ .- 
~“‘ax,” ax, 
au, au, au, . .-. . 
ax,’ ax, ‘ax, 
au, au, au, 
<ax,. . * ax, * * ’g, 
= 1 
au, au, au, 
=0 fort=l+l,...,n. 
Another basic tool is specialization. We use a metamathematical formulation 
(see [l] or [8] for further details). 
Theorem 1.3. If I/J(V) is a first-order formula of the language of field theory with 
parameters from H, then S = {w EL 1 C/J(W)} is either finite or cojinite in L. If S 
contains an element transcendental over H, then it is cofinite. 
Corollary 1.4. If C#J(v,, . . . ) v,), a first-order formula of the language of field theory 
with parameters from H, holds of elements wl, . . . , w, which are algebraically 
independent over H, then {(k,, . . . , k,) 1 kI, . . . , k, E L, 4(k,, . . . , k,)} is infinite. 
In fact, for confinitely many k, E L, for cofinitely many k2 E L, . . . , for cofinitely 
many k, EL, 4(k,, . . . , k,) holds. We abbreviate this by writing for almost all 
k = (k,, . . . , k,) E L”, 4 (k) holds. 
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We sketch a standard proof of 1.3 in order to observe that in 1.4 a k E K” such 
that 4(k) holds can be obtained constructively from 4. 
(Sketch of) Proof of 1.3. The theory of algebraically closed fields admits (a 
constructive) elimination of quantifiers. Thus, S is a Boolean combination of sets 
of the form {w E I_. 1 f(w) = 0) where f is a polynomial with coefficients in H. These 
sets are all finite or L, and hence S is finite or cofinite in L. 
If S contains a transcendental over II, then S contains any transcendental over 
II, hence is infinite and hence is cofinite. c’s in K such that C/J(C) holds can be 
constructively obtained by examining the polynomials in the Boolean combina- 
tion, 
Theorem 1.5. &(FCl G) = &(2&(F) U 9$(G)). 
Proof. An easy argument shows it suffices to prove this for L = Fv G. 
We proceed by induction on tr deg F. 
If FE G or G E F the result is trivial. So we can assume tr deg(Fv G) > 
tr deg F, tr deg G. 
We obtain the result by producing an algebraically closed proper subfield F’ of 
F for which (i) F’n G = Fn G and (ii) 9(9(F’) U 9(G)) = 2!(9J(F) U Z(G)) 
which we henceforth for the proof denote as 2, (Note: in many cases F’v G 2 Fv 
G.) As tr deg F’ < tr deg F we will be done by induction. 
We first observe (i) is unneeded as (ii)+(i). (The significance of this is 
elucidated in Section 6.) Indeed as F’s G we only need show F fl G E F’. We 
have 9 (F) and 9(G) each kill F n G. Hence 2 kills F fl G. So by (ii), 9 (F’) kills 
Ffl G and, thus, Ffl G E F’.’ 
F’ is obtained as follows: Let z = z,, . . . , z, be a basis of F. Let y = 
Yl>. . . > y,EGbesuchthatz,yisabasisofFvG.Letu=u,,...,u,EGbesuch 
that y, u is a basis of G. As tr deg(Fv G) > tr deg F, tr deg G we have m > 0 and 
n > 1. 1 may be 0. (In this case F’ will turn out to be K.) F’ = (uc) where uc is 
‘almost any specialization of u at y ‘. That is: Let fi(Ui, Z, y) be the minimal 
polynomial of u, over K(x, y). Thus, 0(z, y) = 3u $(u, z, y), where 
$(“>z2Y)= /i cf,("i~z~Y)=O~~(Ui~Z~Y)#O), 
i=l I 
is a first-order formula with parameters from F true about yi, . . . , y,,, which are 
algebraically independent over F. (Henceforth we usually suppress mention of 
elements of F in the formulae.) So by 1.4, 0(c) holds for almost any c = 
Cl,. . ., c,~K.S03u’=uf,..., u: satisfying $(u”, z, c). (uc is called a specializa- 
tion of u at y.) This guarantees that u;, . . , uf~ F and hence that F’ is an 
algebraically closed proper subfield of F. To guarantee in addition that .P?($?d(F’) U 
’ A similar argument shows in general that 9 (Ff’ G) z 2(9(F) U S(G)). 
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s(G)) = _Y it is necessary to modify 8(y) to be 3u (I,/J(u, y) & $‘(u, y)) where 
$‘(u, y) is an appropriate first-order formula with parameters (including, but not 
restricted to z) from F true about u, y. 
It is convenient to also have (iii) u;, . . _ , uf, z[+~, . . . , z, are algebraically 
independent. This may be done as follows: By rearranging zl,. . . , z, we may 
assume ul, . . . , ul, zltl, . . . , z,, yl, . . . , ym are algebraically independent and 
hence that det(aui/azj)f,j=, # 0. As &,/a~, = -(~f,/~z,)/(~f,/~u,), this may be stated in 
the first-order fashion cJJ~(u, y) = det(#-Jazi)f,j=l# 0. Hence if we include c/J~(u, y) 
as part of +‘(u, y) we have 
det 2 (uc, z, c) # 0 
I 
and hence det(auF/azj):,j=, # 0. This implies (iii). 
We insure (ii) as follows: AS F’ G F, 9(F’) 2 9(F) and hence 
%CBa(F’) U S(G)) 2 2. A basis of 9(F) is {a/ayi 1 i = 1, . . . , m}. By 1.2, a basis of 
g(G) is{&It=l+l,...,n}where 
E =det(~3uJ~z,)~,j=~ and E(t, p) is the result of replacing a/&z, by a/az, in E. By 
1.2, a basis of 9(F’) is {a/ayi 1 i = 1, _ . . , m} U (8: 1 t = 1 + 1, . . . , n} where SF, EC, 
E”(t, p) are defined just as 6’,, E, E(t, p) except that the ui’s are replaced by ~4:‘s. 
Thus, it remains to arrange that &‘FE 2 for t = 1 + 1, _ . . , n. 
Throughout the next steps we are inspired by the classical process of solving 
systems of first-order linear partial differential equations (see e.g. Goursat [2, 
$388 and 891). 3 has a basis consisting of {a/ayi 1 i = 1, . . . , m}, {t&/E 1 t = 
1+1,..., n} and further derivations obtained by iterated brackets of the a/ay,‘s and 
the &/E’s. These further derivations just involve a/az,, . . . , d/dz,. Applying 
Gauss elimination to this basis (and rearranging zl, . . . , z, as necessary) we obtain 
a basis of 3 consisting of {a/ayi ( i = 1, . . . , m} and {.Fr I r = s + 1, . . . , n} where 
for some a,j EL. As 
and hence is a linear combination of the a/ayi’s and the .5Fr’s, we may conclude 
&,/3y,=Ofor i=l,..., m (j=l,..., s andr=s+l,..., n).Sothecoefficients 
of .YFr all lie in F. ~5’~ is a linear combination of the g,‘s, that is 3(~~,~):_+~ such that 
‘&t = CL+1 c,,$~., This last statement may be expressed by a first-order formula 
&,(u, y) (including the quantifiers on the c,,, ‘s) which is the remaining part of 
#‘(u, y). (In more detail: we write for each j = 1,. . . , n. that the coefficient of a/az, 
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in & (expressed in terms of the partials of the fi’s) equals C:=s+I c5, times the 
coefficient of a/~Vz, in sr.) As the coefficients of the sr’s are in F, &.(uc, c) implies 
%c*,,X=s+1 such that 8:= C:=s+I c,,,S~ and hence that 6’:~ 9. 
2. Recursion-theoretic and constructive consequences of Theorem 1.5 
(a) Recursion- theoretic onsequences 
We work inside a recursive algebraically close: field L of infinite transcendence 
degree with a recursive dependence algorithm (or equivalently, by Metakides and 
Nerode [4], with a recursive basis). 
Theorem 2.1. In characteristic 0 the Nerode-Remmel hypothesis holds, that is, 
there is a recursive function which given canonical indices of (finite) bases of F and 
G computes tr deg(F f7 G). Furthermore, we can recursively obtain a basis of F f~ G. 
Proof. Let x=x1, x2,. . . be a recursive basis of L. Let ul, . . . , u, be a basis of F 
and v~,..., vl a basis of G. 
(1) By exhaustive search find for each basis element w (of F or G) a 
polynomial f,,, such that 
fw(w, x) = 0 and g(w,~)#O. 
Using these find the largest subscript I occurring on an Xi in the f,,,‘s. Let 
LI = (x1, x2, . . . > 4. By 0.1, trdeg(FnG)=I-dim &i&(FnG) and, by 1.5, 
$!&,(F n G) = LZ?~,(~~, (F) U 9,,(G)), which for this proof we denote as 9’. So it 
remains to find (a canonical index for) a basis of Y. We show how to do this using 
the polynomials f,,,, . . . , f,, f,,,, . . . , f,,. 
(2) Using these polynomials we can compute first- and higher-order partials of 
the ui’s and vi’s with respect to the xi’s. Obtain a basis {& 1 t = m + 1, . . . , I} of 
S&,(F) as in 1.2. (To do this we may need to reorder the xi’s so that 
U1,...,%,.&n+1, . . . . . x1 are algebraically independent. This can be done as we 
haie a dependence algorithm for L.) The coefficients of the alax,‘s in gt can be 
computed as they involve first-order partials of ui’s with respect to xj’s. Similarly 
obtainabasis{%~~s=l+l,...,I}of gLr(G). 
(3a) By computing determinants of submatrices of the matrix of the coefficients 
of the a/ax, terms in the &‘s and sss’s and checking if the determinants are 0 we 
can find a linearly independent list of the z$‘s and sss’s that spans SdL,(F) U 
ga,(G). 
(3b) Starting with this list we expand it to a basis of 9 as follows: Systemati- 
cally take all brackets of pairs of elements occurring so far in the list. (By 
induction we can find the coefficients of the a/ax, in these brackets as they just 
involve first- and higher-order partials of the ui’s and vi’s with respect to the xi%.) 
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Using determinants as in (3a) check if each bracket is linearly independent of the 
previously obtained elements of the list. If so add the bracket to the list. We are 
done when all brackets of elements of the list are linearly dependent on the 
elements of the list. This must occur as dim Y s I. (In fact we have an a priori 
bound (in terms of 1) on the number of stages in step 3.) 
(4) To obtain a basis of Fn G one can exhaustively search through all 
tr deg(Fn G)-tuples of elements until (using the dependence algorithm) one finds 
an algebraically independent one all of whose elements belong to F and also to G. 
The assumption in 2.1 that F and G 
necessary as is indicated by: 
have finite transcendence degree is 
Example 2.2. L has an algebraically closed subfield F of transcendence degree 1 
and a recursive sequence G, of algebraically closed subfields with a recursive 
function giving an r.e. index of a recursive basis of G, such that G, has 
cotranscendence degree 1 in L, and yet (he)(tr deg(Ffl G,)) is not recursive. This 
example works in any characteristic.* 
Proof. Let t, x1, x2,. . . be a recursive basis of L. Let F = (t). Let 
i 
t, if {e}(e) converges in precisely n steps, 
U ‘Gn = 
x n, otherwise. 
Let G, = (Q, u,,~, . . .). If {e}(e) diverges, then Ffl G, = ( ) and so has tr deg 0. If 
{e}(e) converges, then Ffl G, = (t) and so has tr deg 1. 
The above example closely resembles standard coding arguments about finite 
sets (see e.g. Rogers [6, Q5.61). 
(b) Constructive content of 1.5 
Theorem 2.3. Given L an algebraically closed field with an explicit basis {Xi}itI 
and given explicit finite bases BF and B, of F and G respectively (that is, given 
minimal polynomials with respect to the xi’s for each of the basis elements), one can 
constructively obtain a basis of Ffl G. 
Sketch of Proof. As L has an explicit basis it has a dependence algorithm. 
If G c F, then we trivially have a basis of Frl G. (Using the dependence 
algorithm we can decide whether or not G G F.) 
Otherwise, the proof of 1.5 describes a process of obtaining bases of fields Fi 
(for i Z= 0) where F0 is F and Fi+l is Fi obtained by applying the induction step to 
Fi fl G. (The process terminates when F,, c G, i.e. in at most tr deg F steps.) We 
’ In fact it works in any infinite-dimensional recursively presented Steinitz system [4, 51. 
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will show the induction step of 1.5 starting with explicit finite bases of F and G 
yields an explicit basis of F’. 
(a) We obtain z, y, u. z is the given basis BF of F. Using the dependence 
algorithm we can obtain a subset y of B, such that z, y is a basis of L’ = Fv G. u 
is BG - y. 
(b) Using the polynomials for the elements of BF U B, in terms of x we can 
obtain polynomials f, for the u,‘s in terms of z, y. 
(c) B&= {a/ayi 1 i = 1, . . . ) m} is a basis of 9$_,(F). B&= (8JE 1 t = 1+ 1, . . . , n} 
is a basis of $,(G) (for notation see the proof of 1.5). As in step 3 of 2.1 we can 
obtain a basis of LL’ = 2?LT(2BLT(F) U g=,(G)) extending B&U B& Applying Gauss 
elimination to this basis of .LZ yields the basis BLU {Sr 1 r = s + 1, . . . , n} of .5?. 
Thus, we can obtain the formula &(u, y) and hence 
O(Y) = 3u (rcr(u, y) & 41(u, y) & rLZ(U, y)) 
By the (sketch of the) proof of 1.3, c E K can be obtained such that O(c). Thus, 
fi(UF, Z, c) are the polynomials for the basis UT,. . _ , u; of F’. 
Open Questions. (1) Say L is not algebraically closed and F, G are relatively 
algebraically closed in L (rather than being algebraically closed). Can we still 
obtain a transcendence basis of F 17 G constructively from explicit finite bases of F 
and G? The iterated specialization process of 2.3 will not work in general. This 
can be seen by observing that in Example 3.5 for n = 2, r = -1 the iterated 
specialization process unnecessarily introduces square roots and hence unneces- 
sarily leaves rational function fields.* 
(2) Say we consider algebraically closed fields of finite characteristic. Can we 
still obtain a transcendence basis of F n G constructively from explicit finite bases 
of F and G. In Section 6 we observe that from purely model-theoretic considera- 
tions we know a basis of F fl G can be obtained by an iterated specialization 
process (which is patently nonconstructive). 
Remark. From the point of view of recursion theory there is an advantage to the 
constructive method of obtaining a basis of F fl G from the polynomials of basis 
elements of F and G. Namely as this method avoids the exhaustive search of step 
4 it provides more information on the computational complexity of the function 
obtained. E.g. it is primitive recursive and with more effort one should be able to 
obtain substantially better results. 
3. Examples of nonmaximal intersections 
The first example known to the authors was given by S. Shelah in a private 
conversation in 1974. Shelah’s technique of computing an intersection does not 
use derivations, works in any characteristic, and is harder to use. It is illustrated in 
Example 3.6. 
*This question has been solved by the second author. Some details are added at the end of this 
paper. 
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Example 3.1 of F, G of transcendence degree n with FvG of transcendence 
degree n + 1 and Ffl G of transcendence degree 0. 
Let L = (t, {x~}~=~), F= (xi 1 i = 1, . . . , n) and G = (xi + t’ 1 i = 1, . . . , n). Then 
FnG=K. 
Proof. alat is a basis of 9(F). By 1.2, 
_i-z it’-‘? 
l-l axi 
is a basis of 9(G). One now can show a/ax, E 2(9(F) U 9(G)) for i = 1, . . . , n 
and, hence by 1.5, Fn G = K. 
Alternately one may observe if w E F n G, then 
g=O and f itielg=o. 
i=l I 
As awlax, E F for i = 1, . . . , n and {i tip1 1 i = 1,. . . , n} are linearly independent 
over F, awlax,= for i=l,..., n. So WEK. 
We say F and G intersect minimally if Fn G = K. To show this occurs does not 
require all of 1.5 but only 9(F n G) z.Y@(F) U 9(G)). As noted in footnote 1 
this is easy to derive. 
Example 3.2. “Anything possible happens.” That is, there are F, G with 
tr deg F = 1, tr deg G = m, tr deg(Fv G) = n, tr deg(F fl G) = k (subject only to the 
necessary conditions I, m < n and k < m + l- n.) 
Let L=(t,{xi 1 i=l,. ..,n-1)). Let p=m+l-(n-l+k). Let F= 
(Xi 1 i = 1,. . . , I), G = ({xi 1 i = 1,. . . , k or I + 1,. . . , n - l}, {x~+~ + t’ 1 i = 
1 > . . . , p}). Then Fn G = (xi 1 i = 1, . . . , k). 
Example 3.33 of F, G of cotranscendence degree 1 in L = Fv G, of transcen- 
dence degree K where F and G intersect minimally. 
If K <K,, this is done in 3.1. 
If K = KO, an infinite version of 3.1 works. Let L = (t, {xi 1 i 2 l}), F = (Xi ( i 2 1) 
and G=(q+t’ 1 i al). Then FnG=K. 
If K > Ho, a more complicated example is needed. (It also works for K s X0.) Let 
L=(t,{X, lO<c?<K). tit U,=X,t+fX:. Let F=(x,lO<a<~) and G= 
(u, (O<~<K). Then FnG=K. 
3 To handle fields of infinite transcendence degree we extend our definitions of S,(H) and Z=(X): 
9,(H) remains the set of derivations of L that kill H. T=(X), in addition to being closed under Lie 
brackets and vector space operations, is also closed under the following condition. If d E ad, and for 
every H c I. with H of finite transcendence degree there is an d, E Z=(X) with ‘ep = ‘eHp, Vp E H 
then d E&_(X). 
Using these definitions, 1.5 holds without finiteness assumptions. 
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Proof. Itsuffices toshow (x,,Ii=l,...,n)n(u,~Ii=l,...,n)=KforD<a,< 
***<cq,. Without 10~s of generality (Yi=i. Let F,=(XiIi=l,...,n), G,= 
(ui ) i = 1, . . . , n) and I+, = (t, {xi ) i = 1, . . . , n}). d/at is a basis of 9,(F,,). By 1.2, 
is a basis of Bd,(G,,) where D=nyE1(xi+t) and Di=D/(xi+t) for i=l,...,n. 
So, if w E F,, n G,, then 
i!f=() and f x’dw=o. 
i=, xi + t axi 
As (xi/(xi + t))y=, are linearly independent over F,, awlax, = 0 for i = 1, . . . , n. 
Example 3.4. “There is lots of room for minimal intersections”. That is, if L has 
countable transcendence degree 23, then it has card(K) algebraically closed 
subfields of cotranscendence degree 1 all of whose pairwise intersections are 
minimal. 
Let L = (t, {xi 1 1 s i}). For each a E K let F, = (xi + at’ 1 1 s i). Then F, and Fb 
intersect minimally for a # b. 
proof. Let ui = xi + at’, q = xi + bt’. So q = Ui + (b - a)t’ and t, {ui 1 16 i} is a basis 
of L. Reasoning as in 3.1 with respect to the latter basis of L gives the result. 
Further examples reveal 1.5 implies the ‘typical situation’ is that intersections 
are minimal. The next example illustrates that nonminimal intersections can arise 
in nontrivial situations. 
Example 3.5. Let L = (t, {zi}:= J. Let r E K. For i = 1, . . . , n let xi = zi - tzi+l and 
Ui = zi - rtzi+l (where z,+~ = zJ. Let F=(xiIi=l,...,n) and G= 
(Ui I i = 1,. . . ) n). 
If r” # 1, then tr deg(Fn G) = 0. 
If r” = 1 (so that I is a primitive kth root of 1 for some factor k of n), then 
tr deg(F rl G) = 1 = n/k. 
Proof. For r = 1 the result is trivial. So we assume rf 1. 
For 1~ i < n let x,,+~ = xi. 
For 0~ i < n let Z$ = X2=1 xkti(a/ax,). 
Computation shows a spanning set of 9 = 9(9(F) U 9(G)) consists of 
i-- 1
C r’& ( i = 1,. . . 
j=O 
,“1] and {~~rj&~i=O ,..., n-11. 
If r”# 1 (and hence xy1: r’# 0), then a/at, {Si I i = 0, . . . , n - 1) is a basis of 9 
and so tr deg(Ftl G) = 0. 
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If r is a primitive kth root of 1 (and hence CrZd ri = 0, but Ci”l_d ri # 0 for k’ < k) 
then a/at, {Z$ 1 i # 0 mod k, 0 s i < n} is a basis of 2. Hence tr deg(F n G) = 1. 
Furthermore, let &, be a primitive nth root of 1 with (5,)’ = r, let & = (ln)k, let 
w;,~ = CL& (&)"qx,k+j for q = 1, . . . , 1 and j = 1,. . . , k and let p, be the circulant 
of (I;-l)iwj,i ( j = 1,. . . ) k). Computation shows 8,,,pq = 0 for m # 0 mod k and 
q=l,... , 1. As {p, ( q = 1, . . . , l} are independent, they form a basis of Ffl G. 
Exercise. Let L = (t, xi, x2, yi, yJ, F= (x,, x2, yl, y2) and G = (x,--x,& x2-x,t, 
Y1- Y24 Yz- YlQ. 
(a) Show tr deg(Fn G) = 2. (This is an easy application of 1.5.) 
(b) Find a basis of Fn G. (This may be done by solving the system of first order 
partial differential equations you found in (a) or by following the iterated 
specialization process of 2.3.) 
Example 3.6 illustrating Shelah’s technique. (This example works in any charac- 
teristic.) 
Let L = (t, x1, x2, x3), F= (x,, x2, x3) and G = (t, xi-x2t, x2-x$). Then F and G 
intersect minimally. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the result for some algebraically independent t, xi, x2, 
x3. Let xi, x2, x3, yi, y2 be algebraically independent. Let t, y3 be defined so that 
the map xi I+ yi for i = 1,2,3 and t H t can be extended to a field isomorphism (T 
from K(t, x1, x2, x3) to K(t, yl, yz, y3) which fixes xi -~~+~t for i = 1,2. This can be 
done by defining 
t= 
x1- Yl 
and y,=~,-(~~-~~)~, 
x2-Y2 X,-Y1 
One must verify that the sets {t, x1, x2, x3} and {t, yl, y2, y3} are each algebraically 
independent. (T can now be further extended to a field isomorphism (also denoted 
a) from (t, xi, x2, x3) to (t, yl, y2, y3) which fixes G. 
Assume w EF~I G. As w E G, o(w) = w. As w E F, c+(w) E H= (yl, y,, y3). So 
F rl G E Frl H. (This already shows F and G do not intersect maximally.) 
Let zl, z2 be such that xl, x2, x3, yi, y2, zi, z2 are algebraically independent. 
Let z3 be defined so that the map xi++zi for i = 1,2,3 can be extended to a field 
isomorphism r of (x,, x2, xg, yi, y2) into (xi, x2, x3, yl, y2, zl, z2) which fixes H. 
This can be done by defining 
z 
3 
=x _(x2-Y2)2+(zz-Y2)2 
3 
xl-Y1 21-Y, . 
One must verify that the sets {yi, y2, zr, z2, z3} and {xi, x2, x3, zi, z2, z3} are each 
algebraically independent. 
As WEEI, T(w)=w. As WEF, T(w)E~=(z~,z~,z~). So FflGcFfII=K. 
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Remark. More generally let L, = (t, {Xi 1 i = 1,. . . , n}), F, = (Xi 1 i = 1, . . . , n) and 
G, = (t, xi - xi+lt 1 i = 1,. . . , n - 1)). We conjecture I?,, n G, = K for any n. Shelah 
showed this in a similar example for n = 2. We showed this for n = 3 (above) and 
n = 4. Slight changes in the first half of the above argument prove the conjecture 
for n = 2, and more generally prove F, and G, do not intersect maximally. The 
proof for PI = 4 is similar to the above argument (but computationally more 
complicated). Slight changes show tr deg(F, n G,) c n - 4 for n 2 4. 
4. Maximal intersections 
As noted in the introduction (for F and G of finite transcendence degree) F 
and G intersect maximally if and only if the vector space generated by 5&(F) U 
9=(G) is closed under Lie brackets. For F or G not of finite transcendence 
degree this condition is a good definition of intersecting maximally. 
Proposition 4.1. Let F= (xi 1 i = 1, . . . , n) and G = ({yi}zI, {ui}f=,) where 
u1,. . ., u, E L = ({x,}:,~, {y,}EJ. F and G intersect maximally ifl 
(*) rk = 1 for i = 1, . . . , 1 and j = 1, . . . , m 
(where subscripts of Xi or yj henceforth in Section 4 mean partial derivatives with 
respect to xi or yi respectively). 
Proof. As usual we may arrange x1,. . . , x, so that yl,. . . , y,, ul, . . . , u,, 
;“d’ . . . 
, x, are independent. Thus, {a, 1 t = l+ 1,. . . , n} is a basis of 9&(G) 
w ere g, is as in 1.2). A basis of C&(F) is {a/ayj 1 j = 1, . . . , n}. We use 
Lemma 4.2. For 8 a linear combination of a/axi’s, g E g(G) iff gui = 0 for 
i= 1,. . .) 1. 
Proof. This may be proven by linear algebra using (a) zYrui = 0 (as ui E G) for 
i=l > . . . , 1 and t=l+l,..., n and (b) (auJaxi)i=l,..., I;j=1,___, n has rank 1. 
Proof of 4.1 (continued). The following are equivalent: 
(1) F and G intersect maximally. 
(2) [a/ayj, @Y,]s 9(G) for j = 1,. . . , m and t = I+ 1,. . . , n. (As [a/ayj, &] does 
not involve a/ayj terms and as a/ayl, . . . , alay,, &+,, . . . , 6, are linearly indepen- 
dent.) 
(3) [a/ayi,-&,]ui=O for j=l,..., m; t=Z+l,..., n and i=l,..., E. 
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(4) gt((“i)y,) = O for j=l,...,m; t=l+l,...,n; i=l,...,l. (As 
[a/ayj, gt]Ui = (alayj)(gtUi)- &((%),,) and as 8tui = 0.) 
(5) (*). 
Theorem 4.3. Let L = ({xi}~+, {yi}TI) and ul,. . . , uL EL with n> 1. For k = 
0 2 . . . 5 nletF,=(xjIj=O,..., n & jf k) and Gk = (xk, {yi},El, {ui}f=J. If either (a) 
n>l+l or (b) m=O or (c) n-l+1, m 2 1 and @j)((u,)+,# O), then Fk and Gk 
intersect maximally for k = 1, . . . , n implies Fk and Gk intersect maximally for 
k =O. 
Proof. By 4.2, Fk and Gk intersect maximally if and only if 
%,k : rk 
and 
/ (Ui)x,,x, (“i)x,,xk * ’ * Ca,Xk. ’ . (%)G,, xlr 
i 
= 1 for i = 1,. . . , 1 
&,j,k : 
(“i)x,,y, (“i)x,,y, ’ ’ * a, ’ ’ . (Ui)q,y, = 1 for i = 1, . . . , 1; 
same last 1 rows as in aik j= 1,. . . , m. 
(The A means the entry is omitted.) 
We show (Y~,~ for k = 1, . . . , n implies q0 and Pi,;& for k = 1, . . . , n implies 
Pi,j,O. 
We let M,,,* denote the matrix in (Yi,k and similarly for MO,,,,,. 
As xo, ~1,. . . > Y,,,, ~1,. . . , u, are algebraically independent, the bottom 1 rows 
of MQ and of M, ,,,,” have rank 1. So rank M_,, rank Mp.,i,O== 1.
Choose i with 1 s is 1. Assume ffi,k for k = 1, . . . , n. We show (Yi.0 by showing 
for any distinct l+ 1 columns (say the itth, . . . , i ,+Ith) the determinant of these 
l+ 1 columns of M,,,” is 0 that is, 
Di = 
To do this we use that 
Dik = (Uf)*, (UtL,, . . . CgQ . . . (ut),.,+, = o 
biq, (& . . . t$ . . . (u;)x.,+, 
for k=l,..., l+ 1. This is true as the matrix is a submatrix of Ma,,_. 
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Let UP, 4) be the determinant of the matrix obtained from 
((“i)x,,)i=l ,___, I:j=O ,__., It1 (where i,, = 0) by omitting the j = pth and j = qth columns 
(for p#q,P,4E{O,...,1+1}). So 
Di,k = C (-1)“(~i)x,~,x,~ U(P, k)- C (-l)p(ui)zq,,x,ku(P~ k, 
ospdc k<p=d+l 
and 
Di = C (-l)k”(ui),*,,,ou(k, 0). 
k=l 
Solving Di,k = 0 for (u~)~,~,,~,,, U(0 k) for k = 1, . . . , 1-t 1 and plugging these into 
Di shows Di = 0. 
Choose i with 1 c i C 1 and j with 1 c j< m. Assume &j,k for k = 1,. . . , n. 
Assume &j,O fails. So Ma,,, has rank 1-t 1. So an (I + 1) x (1 + 1) submatrix of Ma,,,,” 
is nonsingular. 
If n> I + 1, then this occurs as part of M,,,,,I for some k (with 1 s k =S n) 
contradicting &j,k. 
If n = 1 + 1 the 1 + 1 columns Ci, . . . , CL+1 of Ma,,,, are linearly independent. For 
k=l,..., II the last 1 columns of M, ,_,, t are Cr, . . . , Ck, . . . , C,,,. These are 
linearly independent. Hence as Ma,3,k has rank 1 its first column C,, (which is the 
same for all k = 1,. . . , n) belongs to vk, the linear span of Cr, . . . , i?k, . . . , C,,,. 
As Ci,. . . , C,,, are linearly independent, nl;‘=‘, vk = (0) and hence C, is the 
O-vector. Thus, (ui), = 0 for j = 1, . . . , 1. 
Example 4.4. If (a), (b) and (c) of 4.4 all fail, then F, and Go need not intersect 
maximally. 
Let L = (X0, . . . 9 X1+1, Y) and uj=xj+xj+iy for j=l,...,Z. so Fk= 
(XjIj=O,..., l+l&j#k) and Gk=(Xk,y,Ul,..., Ul). 
For k=l,..., 1+1 one caneasilyshow xj~Gk for j=l,...,k,...,E+l and 
hence Fk and Gk intersect maximally. Reasoning as in Section 3 one can easily 
show F,, and Go intersect minimally. 
Open Questions. (1) 4.3 says if certain intersections are maximal, then so is 
another intersection. We have generalized 4.3 obtaining fragmentary results 
which allow some interchange of y,‘s and xi’s between Fk and Gk. Substantial 
cases remain to be considered. 
(2) Can similar results be obtained for nonmaximal intersections? E.g. in the 
setting of 4.3 for m = 0, n = I+ 1: If Fk and Gk intersect maximally for k = 
1 . f > 1 and tr deg(F, fl Gk) = l- 1 for k = I + 1, then what can one conclude 
about F,, n G, (besides that F. and G,, do not intersect maximally). 
(3) Obtain similar results to 4.3 in finite characteristic. 
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5. The analytic case 
Let K = C, the complex numbers. Let PE C”. Let x1,. . . , x, be n complex 
variables. Let I”“= the set of all germs of functions of xi, . . _ , x, analytic at P. 
(We are indebted to Clifford Earle for suggesting the use of the language of 
germs .) 
Let wr,. . . , wqeLa”. wl,. . . , wq are said to be analytically dependent if there 
is (a germ of) a nonzero function f analytic at (wl(P), . . . , w,(P)) such that 
f(%, . . . , w,) is (the germ of) the 0 function. Otherwise, we say wr, . . . , w, are 
analytically independent. In this case we let H= (w,, . . . , ,)a”= 
{WELa”IW,W1,..., w, are analytically dependent}. Using these notions one can 
define analytic transcendence degree and derive a characterization just like 1.1. 
Let ul,. . . , u, and ur,. . . , uI be sequences of analytically independent ele- 
ments of L”. (We are particularly interested in the case when these are algebraic 
functions and P is a nonsingular point for all of them. Note, as 1.1 holds 
algebraically and analytically, if wi, . . . , wq are algebraic functions then 
Wl>. . ., w, are analytically independent iff they are algebraically independent.) 
Let Fan= (u,, . . . , u,,,)~” and G”“= (u,, . . . , Q)~“. 
Let aa” (I-I”) denote the set of all first-order linear partial differential 
operators on L”” that kill II”“. As in the algebraic case a basis consists of 
{&]t=l+l,...,n}where 
and E(t, p) is the result of replacing a/ax, by a/ax, in E = det(awi/axi)$=, (we 
assume xi,. . . , x, have been rearranged to make wr, . . . , wq, x~+~, . . . , x, analyti- 
cally independent). 
Let 5Bd” = Ban(C). For X!Z 53~~” we let Z”“(X) denote the Lie subalgebra of Da” 
generated by X. As in the algebraic case 
9an(Fa” n G”) 2 LE&, = .9?&Bdan)Fa”) u G2&,(Ga")). 
In the analytic case the reverse containment for germs at a nearby point is an 
immediate consequence of classical results about systems of first order linear 
partial differential equations (see e.g. Goursat [2, vol. II, Part 2, Q§SS and 891) 
that guarantee that if Z=” has dimension r, then the system _Y?=w = 0 has precisely 
IZ - r analytically independent solutions at points arbitrarily close to P. 
If ui, . . . , u, and ur, . . . , q are, in fact, algebraic functions, then we have bases 
of B(F) and gd,,(F”) which are ‘essentially’ the same (and similarly for G). As a 
consequence we obtain bases of 3’ and Ya” that are ‘essentially’ the same. Thus, 
1.5 may be viewed as showing that the solution space of Ze,w = 0 not only has a 
basis of analytic functions as guaranteed by the classical theory, but also has a 
basis of algebraic functions. 
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6. Model-theoretic generalizations 
We assume the reader is familiar with definitions and notation of model theory 
including those in [7]. 
Let T be almost strongly minimal. Let x be a strongly minimal formula such 
that for every ml= T, i!X = cl(x(n)). 
Let !?.Rb T. Let u, u be two finite sequences of independent elements of x(a). 
Let F= cl(u) and G = cl(u). Assume Fyi G and Gg F. We show how by almost 
any specialization to obtain F, = cl(u’) 5 F such that F1 n G = F fl G and, thus, by 
iterated use of this process how to obtain a basis of Fn G. 
(The theory of algebraically closed fields of fixed finite characteristic is almost 
strongly minimal and hence our results apply in this case.) 
Let z1 = u. Partition u into yl, u1 so that zr, y1 is a basis of Fv G = cl(u, u). Let 
+(u,, zl, yl) be a generator of Typ(u,/z,, yl). (In the proof of 1.5 4(u,, zl, yi) is 
+(u, y) & 41(u, y).) Say 3!k~, +(u,, z,, y,). Let w E x(9X) be a basis of Fn G. Let 
I,/J(w, yl, u,) be a generator of Typ(w/y,, ul). Say 3!‘w$(w, y,, ul). So 
NY) = X(Y) & 3u, (x(u1) & 4(%, 21, Yt) & 31kU, c$(U,> Zl> Y1) 
& rcl(w,, Yl> u1) & 31Lw $(w, Yl, Ul)) 
is a first-order formula with parameters in F (namely z1 and w) true of y1 an 
algebraically independent set over F. So f3(c,) is true for almost all cls 
cl(+) n x(‘?JQ. Pick such a cl. So there exists a u;l (called a specialization of u1 at 
yJ such that x(u;l) & +(uC,l, z,, cJ & etc. As x(u;l) & $(u;l, z,, c,) & g!k~, 
4(u,, zl, c,), u;) E x(F). Let u;“l be a maximal independent subset of utl. So 
F, = cl(u;“l) G F. F, # F as the length of u1 < the length of u. As $(w, cl, ufl) & 
El!‘w$(w,c,,u~~), wsF,. Thus, FnGcF,. As F,sF we have F,nG=FnG. 
The above proof is nonconstructive because of the use of w in forming 8. In the 
proof of 1.5 we avoided the use of w by using (ii) +(i). Without the use of 
(ii)+ (i) we could still have proven 1.5 (by including in 0 a clause for the type of a 
basis of Ffl G), and hence we could have still proven the recursive consequence, 
2.1. Only the constructive version, 2.3, would have been lost. 
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Note added in proof 
Let K be a field of characteristic 0. Let L be an extension of finite transcen- 
dence degree over K. Let F and G be intermediate fields which are relatively 
algebraically closed in L. Say x = xi, . . . , x, EL is a (transcendence) basis of L 
(over K), u = ul,. . . , u,EFisabasisofF,andu=u,,...,t_+EGisabasisof G. 
In Section 2 we showed how to obtain a transcendence basis of pt7 6. We now 
prove F n G has the same transcendence degree as i? n G and show how to obtain 
a transcendence basis of Fn G. We are indebted to Gregory Cherlin for valuable 
conversations concerning this problem. 
We first observe: 
(*) If w E L, then dwl?ix, E L for i = 1, . . . , n. 
Proof. Let f(x) = C,P,O fiw’ be a minimal polynomial of w over K(x). As the fi’s 
are in K(x) c L and w EL, we may conclude L also contains aflax, and af/aw and 
hence awlE&. 
Let 9’ equal the union of the (vector space) bases of Q(g) and of 9dt(G) 
obtained from the transcendence bases x of L, u of F and v of G according to the 
procedure of Lemma 1.2. 
Say B is a transcendence basis of 8 n 6. Let w E B. Let g(w) = wp + CyZd gfWi 
be the manic minimal polynomial of w over L. Let 8 = Cy=i ai a/ax, E Y. Using (*) 
one can show ~,EL for i=l,..., n. As w&-K?, 8w=O. As g(w)=O, 
g(g(w)) = Cyli g(gi)w’ = 0. By further use of (*), 8(gj) E L for j = 0, . . . , p - 1. As 
g is the minimal manic polynomial of w over L, hence 8(gj) = 0 for j = 
O,..., p-1,foralld~~.S0g~~F~Gforj=O,...,p-1.Sothecoefficientsof 
the manic minimal polynomials over L of a basis of FIT G are elements of L that 
span fifl 6. As the coefficients are in Ffl G they span F fl G. Using the 
dependency algorithm this spanning set can be shrunk down to a transcendence 
basis of k n G lying completely in F~I G. 
Finally it is worthwhile observing that the above results imply that 1.5 holds 
also in the more general situation of this added note. 
